
Cyber attacks are predicted 
to inflict damages totaling

USD globally in 2021.

$6 trillion

of breaches 
featured hacking75%

involved malware28%

included phishing 
or social engineering32%

2021BREACH 
TACTICS IN 

CYBER ATTACK
A DISSECTION OF A TYPICAL CYBERSECURITY INCIDENT 

THE ANATOMY OF A

When you break down a cyber attack, you find patterns and actions that are commonplace.  
The more you understand the different steps a cyber criminal takes, the more opportunities you have to stop them. 

Deception Allows You To 

tailoring it to your organization 
and your crown jewels.

CUSTOMIZE 
THE SOLUTION

The Deception Technology 
market is forecast to reach 

Billion by 2025

$2.48
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Place external breadcrumbs to get 
threat actors to enter a deception 
buffer zone, where they will leave 
clues about what they are after.

Combs the deep web for access 
information, such as a compromised machine 
in the form of a bot or compromised credentials, 
vulnerabilities, and any other relevant information. 

Doesn’t find anything useful for direct access, 
but creates a legitimate looking email template 
to be used against employees.

Attacker

Deception

Collect tools to use in exploit

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Send the spearphishers fake creds 
to a deception email environment to 
stop the attack before it happens 
and capture cross-phishing attempts. 

If they compromise endpoints, then 
protect the user network by adding...

Attacker

Protect user network by adding 
deception assets that will be 
completely unexpected by the 
adversary. When the attacker 
accesses them, a highly 
trustworthy alert is sent to the 
security team.

Deception

INITIAL ACCESS
Enter network

The malware maintains 
persistence in the system.

Attacker

PERSISTENCE
Maintain foothold

Enumerates several options to elevate 
privileges and gains privileges using a 
dll hijack technique.

Attacker

Place breadcrumbs, such as false 
backup or configuration files, across 
the hosts, or implant credentials in 
endpoint's memory, designed to 
tempt the threat actor to access this 
goldmine of information. If the 
attacker tries to use the decoy
information, an alert will trigger.

Deception

PRIVILEGE ESCALATION
Increase privilege permissions

Malware uses several emulation and 
virtualization detection techniques 
and waits for human behavior in the 
machine in order to detonate.

Attacker

DEFENSE EVASION
Encrypt and disable security software

Dumps credentials from memory.

Place breadcrumbs, such as 
fake credentials, in memory,
strategically named and placed to
be very tempting to threat actors.

Deception

Attacker

CREDENTIAL ACCESS
Steal credentials

Attacker

Looks for local information about the 
network on the computer and finds 
the running processes, general services 
and software, and also study the computer
and configuration files towork out where 
the computer is physically located.

Attacker

Create active false documents, 
which, when opened can:
  -send an alert to your security team
  -take the threat actor to a deception 
  environment
  -provide false information

Deception

DISCOVERY
Study network

Connects with the C&C 
using DNS tunneling.

If the attacker enters the 
deception environment, it will 
be much easier to detect any 
covert communication mechanism
and use that to flag other 
incidences of this covert system 
in other network areas.

Deception

Attacker

COMMAND AND CONTROL
Communication between systems

Encrypts the data so security systems
do not detect the exfiltration and sends
it back to the attacker C&C system.

Deception has provided the intruder 
with fake information, backed up with 
breadcrumbs that lead to it, making 
the attacker think they’ve got what 
they came for. 

Deception

Attacker

EXFILTRATION
Take data

Ransoms first system. 
Ransoms all systems.
May exfiltrate sensitive information.

Detect the attacker in an early phase
of the attack. Provide the threat actor
with false information to exfiltrate,
limiting impact

Collect info on how ransom encryption
works to detect the binaries that do the 
encryption on other networks.

Deception

Attacker

IMPACT
Manipulate or destroy data

COLLECTION
Collect data

Obtains classified information 
about sensitive users.

Deception

Attacker

Plant false information mimicking 
the real information an adversary 
could be looking for.

Get alerts when the files are opened.

LATERAL MOVEMENT
Access other machines

Exploits a very recent or even unknown
vulnerability, such as a ZeroLogon or a 
0day vuln) against a production server.

AttackerAttacker

Deception

Offer a number of easily 
discoverable assets, like 
domain controllers, that lead 
to deception environments. 

Deploy online assets and breadcrumbs
to find out when someone is looking 
for information on your organization.

Researches Business X on LinkedIn, 
Shodan, corporate webserver and 
anywhere else he can think of, externally 
to the company's network and firewall.

Attacker

Deception

Gather information

RECONNAISSANCE

If cybercrime were a country 
with a GDP, it would be the 
world’s third-largest economy 
after the U.S. and China.

Publicly disclosed 
cybersecurity incidents 
increased by

in the second half of 2020.
22%

The attacker runs malicious code
tricking the user to unknowingly 
open a malicious file on the endpoint.

Attacker

EXECUTION
Run malicious code

Any endpoints that are part of the
deception network will give you a
clear alert if new code is run, 
legitimate processes are manipulated
to run external code, or there are 
inserts in other processes.

Deception

Place breadcrumbs that look
like security software but will 
send an alert if disabled or 
uninstalled.

Trigger malware in a deception 
environment with automated 
ActiveBehavior technology.

Deception


